GULFHEAD

Engine
Engines for all marine applications

Since 1986 Gulfhead has been at the forefront of the supply and
remanufacture of genuine/OEM engine equipment and spare parts
for the marine and industrial sectors.
Our expertise is in analysing a supply request and offering customers a range of
technical solutions to suit their exact project requirements. Where necessary we
can also provide expert engineers on board vessels or any other marine or
industrial facility to resolve any major technical problem.
Our aim is to keep ships moving!
We supply the following brands:

ALLEN DIESEL
ANQING DAIHATSU
BERGEN
CATERPILLAR
CME ZHENJIANG
CSSC
CUMMINS
DALIAN
DETROIT DIESEL
DOOSAN
H CEGIELSKI – POZNAN

HITACHI ZOSEN
HUDONG HEAVY MACHINERY, HHM
HYUNDAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, HHI
IHI
JOHN DEERE
KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, KHI
KUBOTA
LISTER PETTER
MAN B&W
MITSUBISHI
MITSUI

PIELSTICK
SABB
STX
SULZER
VOLVO
WARTSILA
YAMAHA
YANMAR
ZJMD MAN B&W

NEED RECONDITIONED OR NEW CAPITAL EQUIPMENT? – Please tell us what
you are looking for, we can supply with due diligence such items as
CRANKSHAFTS, PISTON CROWNS, CYLINDER LINERS and much more

Manufacturer & Supplier
of Marine & Industrial
Equipment

No matter how small or complex your project requirement, Gulfhead can provide
a full turnkey enquiry response 365 days a year, 24 hours a day worldwide and
ensure customers’ equipment and spare parts requirements are fulfilled at all
times.

+44(0)1403 802020

Our cultural heritage
CHAOS
Chaos was, according to Greek mythology, the origin of
everything, and the first thing that ever existed. It was the
primordial void, the source out of which everything was
created, including the universe and the gods. The first
primordial deities that emerged out of Chaos were Gaea
(earth), Tarturus (underworld) and Eros (love), while later
Erebus (darkness) and Nyx (night) also emerged.
Chaos is also considered a place, much like the Heavens
later, beyond which the Titans lived.

sales@gulfhead.com
www.gulfhead.com

